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Department of Mathematics, Universitiit Bielejeid, 4800 Bielejelki, West Germany 
Steiner trees for (finite) subsets D of metric spaces S are discussed. For a given 
(abstract) tree topology over D Steiner interpretations in S are defined and their 
properties are studied. An algorithm to obtain Steiner interpretations for a given 
tree topology is given which is efficient if S is the (L,-) product of small metric 
spaces, e.g., if S is the sequence space A’ over an alphabet A of small cardinality. A 
variant of the same algorithm can be used to minimize efficiently and exactly spin 
glass Hamiltonians of k-meshed graphs. The interpretation algorithm is used as an 
ingredient for a variant of the stochastic search algorithm called “simulated 
annealing” which is used to find Steiner trees for various given data sets D in 
various sequence spaces S = A’. For all data sets analyzed so far the trees obtained 
this way are shorter than or at least as short as the best ones derived using other tree 
construction methods. Two main features can be observed: 
(1) Very often the shape of Steiner trees constructed this way is more or less 
chain-like. The trees are “long and slim.” 
(2) Generally, the method allows to find many different Steiner trees. 
As a consequence, one may conclude that tree reconstruction programs should be 
executed in an interactive fashion so that additional biological knowledge, not 
explicitly represented in the data set, can be introduced at various stages of the 
reconstruction algorithm to reduce the number of possible solutions. Moreover, as 
the “Simulated Annealing” search procedure is universally applicable, one may also 
use this algorithm during such an interactive reconstruction program to optimize 
any other of the known tree reconstruction minimality principles. 0 1987 Academic 
Press. Inc 
1. INTRODUCTION 
Given some information concerning present day species one often tries to 
use this information to conclude hierarchical kinship relations between 
these species. According to Darwin these kinship relations can be under- 
stood in terms of the evolution and differentiation of former, ancestral 
species whose properties can partly be reconstructed from the contem- 
porary species. The arising structure can be represented conveniently in the 
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form of a phylogenetic tree connecting the contemporary species and 
representing graphically their kinship relations in an optimal fashion. 
In particular since the advance of molecular biology much information 
has been obtained which lends itself to such investigations as has been 
pointed out already in 1967 by Fitch and Margoliash in their landmark 
paper [FM]. In these and the following investigations (see [F] for a survey) 
various tree reconstruction algorithms have been used, based on various 
optimization principles. All of these algorithms are essentially deterministic 
and do not necessarily produce optimally adapted trees. 
In the present paper we discuss a rather general framework for specifying 
various optimization principles. This framework is based on the concept of 
Steiner trees for finite subsets D of metric spaces S (Sect. 2) and the 
concept of Steiner interpretations in S of given (abstract) tree topologies for 
D G S (Sect. 3). In Section 4 a rather general optimization problem is 
introduced and a procedure for its solution is explained. If applied to the 
problem of finding Steiner interpretations in the sequence space S = A[ of 
sequences of length 1 over an alphabet A for a given abstract tree topology 
on some D c S, this procedure is rather efficient and has a complexity 
which is simultaneously proportional to 1, #A2 and #D. The same proce- 
dure can also be applied to find (exact!) minimal values for spin glass 
Hamiltonians 
where rr E R for each I E (1,. . . ,1} and s runs through all {&-l}- 
sequences s = (si,. . . , s,) E { f l}‘of length 1, if the set system 
,f= {IG {l,...,I}]r,#O} 
is “k-meshed” for some small k( I 10) (see Sect. 4 and Figs. 1 and 2 for a 
definition and examples of k-meshed set systems #, cf. also [Dr,, Dr2]). 
Finally, in Section 5, the interpretation algorithm is used to perform 
“simulated annealing”-a Monte Carlo search procedure, advocated by 
Kirkpatrick et al. (cf. [KGQ-on the family of topological tree structures 
over a given set D c S = A’ and the results obtained for various biomolec- 
ular data sets are discussed in Section 6. It turns out that simulated 
annealing does not only lead to trees which are as good as or even better 
than the trees found by other methods, but it also allows to survey the 
manifold of (sub-) optimal solutions which very often is rather large. 
As a consequence, it seems necessary to perform tree reconstruction 
programs in an interactive fashion so that additional biological knowledge 
not explicitly represented in the data set can be used not only to dis- 
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criminate between the various solutions but also to establish certain 
“boundary conditions” for the reconstruction process. 
We are grateful to Manfred Eigen for many inspiring discussions on this 
subject, to Christoph v.d. Malsburg for suggesting the annealing procedure 
and to the Stiftung Volkswagenwerk for financial support. 
2. THE STEINER TREE PROBLEM IN METRIC SPACES 
The problem of reconstructing phylogenetic trees has often been reduced 
to the problem of finding minimal length trees connecting a given set of 
terminal vertices, which represent the contemporary species. This has been 
called the “Steiner Problem in Phylogeny” (SPP) (cf. [D, F]) and can be 
defined mathematically as follows: 
For a given metric space S = (S, d) defined on a set S with distance 
function d: S x S + R + and a given finite subset D c S consider (simple) 
graphs X = (V, E) with Y G S the set of vertices and E c (,“) := {{x, y } 
G V]x # y } the set of edges such that 
DcV (2.1) 
and 
X is connected. (2.2) 
Among all such graphs find one-or even all-whose total length 
L(X) := c d(w) 
{X,Y)EE 
(2.3) 
is minimal. 
Such a graph exists necessarily, i.e., the infimum 
L(D, S) := inf{ L(X)(X = (V, E) satisfies (2.1) and (2.2)) (2.4) 
is actually reached by some such X at least if-as in W”-any ball 
B(s; r) := {s’ E Sld(s, s’) I r} in S or, equivalently, any closed bounded 
subset of S is compact which will be assumed tacitely whenever necessary: 
actually in many interesting cases S will be finite. 
If X = (V, E) satisfies (2.1) and (2.2) and has minimal length L(X) = 
L( D, S), then it is necessarily a tree, more precisely, it is a Steiner tree of D 
with respect to S, so in particular one has 
1 + #E = #V. (2.5) 
Obviously, L( D, S) as well as the graph theoretical or “topological” 
structure of the Steiner trees of D in S depend on S in as much as they 
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depend on D. If S’ = (S’, d’) is a metric space containing S, then 
L(D, S) 2 L( D, S’), so one may also define for any finite metric space 
D = (D, d) the value 
L(D) := inf{L(D, S)lD asubspaceof S}. (2.6) 
The most important special cases are: 
(i) D = S: in this case it is well known that one can construct a 
Steiner tree X = (D, E) with E G (F) quite easily using for instance the 
algorithm depicted in the following flow chart (cf. [DE], “minimum span- 
ning tree”) 
start: 
E=0 
t choose x, y  E D such that x and y  are I 
1s (D, E) no not connected in (D, E) and Put 
connected? - d(x,y) I d(x’,y’) forallsuch x’, y’ E D - Et= EU ((x3 Y}} 
which are not connected in (D, E) 
yes 
END: 
(D, E)isa 
Steiner 
tree for 
D in D 
(ii) S is the set of sequences s = (si,. . . , s,) of fixed length 1 over a 
given finite alphabet A := { ai,. . . , ak} (i.e., S = A’ for some finite set A 
and some 1 2 I), d, : A X A --f R + is a metric on A, e.g., 
d,(a,b)=l-a,,,= ifa#b 
ifa=b, 
andd=d,:SxS+R+ is the induced (generalized “Hamming-“) metric 
on S, defined by 
dS((S1,..., s/I, (‘I>..*, t/)) := $IldA(siy ti)- 
(iii) S is the set of all sequences of finite length over A, 
(2.7) 
S := (j A’. 
I-O 
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Adding a dummy variable “0 ” to A and extending the metric d, on A 
somehow to B := A u { 0 } one defines a contraction map 
ctr: T:= fiB’+ GA’ 
I=0 I=0 
(2.8) 
by deleting all dummies in a sequence from T (e.g., ctr (a, 0, b, 
0,0,c,d,lzI)=(a,b,c,d))andthenonedefinesfors=(s, ,..., s,)and 
t = (t1,. . .) tk) in S the distance d(s, t) by optimal alignment, i.e., as the 
minimum of all numbers of the form dr(s’, t’) = C;i=,d,(s/, t!) where 
s’= (si,..., sJ’) and t’ = (tf,.. ., t;) are both in T, have the same length 
and satisfy ctr(s’) = s and ctr( t ‘) = t. 
(iv) If 
TD := { fE WD If(x) = max(d(x, y) - f(y)1 Y E 0)) (2.9) 
is the tight span of D as defined in [Dr] with distance 
d(f, d := m=( If(x) - g(x) /Ix E D) (f, g E T,) (2.10) 
given by the L,-construction and with the (isometric!) embedding 
D- To:x++fx (2.11) 
with 
f,: D+W: y-d(x,y), (2.12) 
then using the theory developed in [Dr] (cf. in particular [Dr, Sect. 3.11) one 
can show that 
L(D, T,) = L(D) (2.13) 
and therefore 
L(D, T,) I L(D, S) I L(D, D) (2.14) 
for all isometric embeddings of D as a subspace of some metric space S. 
Hence, the Steiner tree problem for D in TD is equivalent with the often 
treated problem of finding “abstract” minimal length trees (V, E) for D 
with “artificial” nodes V\ D which are not interpreted as points in some 
pregiven space S, i.e., of finding connected graphs/trees X = (I’, E) with 
D G V and length- or weight-functions w: E + W + such that the following 
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two conditions hold: 
for each path { x~,x~},{x~,x*},...,(x~-1~x~~ EEfro* 
x0 E D tox, E Donehas 
(2.15) 
C w({x, y}) isminimal. 
{x.YlEE 
(2.16) 
(v) If (S,, d,) and (S,, d2) are two metric spaces and if we consider 
S := S, x S, with distance function d: S X S + KS + given by the L,- 
construction: 
d(b,, d @I, td) := d,b,, tl> + d,(s,, t2) (2.17) 
(si, t, E S,; s2, t2 E S,), then-generalizing the partition theorem from 
[ HFP,]-one has for any D G S, X S, with projections 
D, := {sl E S, 1 (sl, s2) E D for some s2 E &} 
and 
D, := {s2 E S,l( sl, s2) E D for some s1 E S,) 
the relation 
L(R s, X s,) I L(D,, S,) + L(D,, S,) (2.18) 
with equality holding if and only if there exist Steiner trees for D, in S, and 
for D, in S, which induce essentially the same topological tree structure, 
i.e., compatible partition families on D (cf. [BD]). Note that the sequence 
space S = A’, introduced in (ii), splits into an (L,-)product S = S, X S, of 
S, = A” and S, = A” whenever I= m + n is a partition of 1. 
3. THE SMALL PARSIMONIOUS TREE PROBLEM 
Assume X = (V, E) to be a Steiner tree for D in S. If the degree 
deg,(x) := #{e E E]x E e} (3.1) 
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of some x E V is 1, then necessarily x E D since otherwise X’ := (V\ 
{ x }, E \ { e }) with e E E the unique edge with x E e is a shorter tree 
containing D among its vertices. Moreover, if deg,(x) = 2 for some 
x E V\ D, say x E e = {x, y} E E and x E e’ = {x, y’} E E, then X’ 
:= (V\ {xl, {{Y, ~‘1) ” (E\ { e, e’})) is also a Steiner tree for D in S 
with less vertices, so in studying Steiner trees X = (V, E) for some I, in 
some space S we may always assume without loss of generality that 
deg,(x) 2 3 for all x E V\ D, in particular (cf. (2.5)), 
2 . (#V - 1) = 2. #E = #{(x, e)lx E V, e E E, x E e} 
={#(x,e)(x~ V\D,eEE,xEe) 
+ #{(x, e)lx E D, e E E, x E e} 
2 3. #(V\D) + #D, (3.2) 
i.e., 
#D - 2 2 #(V\D). (3.3) 
Hence one may approach the problem of finding Steiner trees for some D 
in some S by 
(i) listing all “abstract” trees X = (V, E) where V is some “abstract” 
set containing D and not ncessarily contained in S and deg,(x) 2 3 for all 
x E V\D and then 
(ii) considering for each such X = (V, E) all injective maps cp : V + S 
with v(x) = x for all x E D (which give rise to trees cp( X) := (q(V), 9(E)) 
with D c cp( V) G S) trying to find one such (p, for which 
a4 := adx)) = c &J(x)* dY)) (3.4) 
(x,Y)sE 
is minimal. 
Moreover, if we allow cp to be not necessarily injective-so that edges in 
E may collapse in q(E)-we may restrict our attention to those “non- 
degenerate” trees X = (V, E) over D for which 
ifxED 
ifxE V\D. (3.5) 
If #D = n + 1, then for any such tree X = (V, E) one has (cf. (3.2)) 
2. (#V- 1) = 2#E = 3#(V/D) + #D (3.6) 
and therefore 
#V=2#D-2=2n (3.7) 
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as well as 
#E=2n-1, (3.8) 
so one has precisely #E = 2n - 1 possibilities to split some edge {x, y } E 
E in two, say {x, z} and {z, y } for some additional vertex z 4 V, to join 
some additional vertex a 6 D by some edge {a, z } to the given tree. 
Hence, if k, denotes the number of (non-isomorphic, abstract) nondegener- 
ate trees X = (V, E) over some set D of cardinality n + 1, then the 
recursion formula 
k n+l = (2n - 1) . k, (3.9) 
holds, which in view of k, = 1 leads to 
k, = 1 . 3 . 5 x * . . x (2n - 3). (3.10) 
Actually, assuming D = { *, 0, 1, . . . , n - l}, one can easily establish a 
bijection between the isomorphism classes of nondegenerate trees X = 
(V, E) over D and the set of sequences (a,, u2,..., a,-t) E E”-’ with 
Ju,( -z i which obviously has the same cardinality k, = 1 . 3 . 5 x . . . x(2n 
- 3) by proceeding inductively according to the following flow chart 
which constructs the tree XCn,, (12,.,, LI -,) = (V, E) associated with ) ” 
(a,, 02,. . . , a,- J by putting 
Y:== {*,O,+l,..., k(n - 1)} = D U {-l,..., -(n - 1)) (3.11) 
and by constructing E G (,“) via a map ~(0, f 1,. . . , f (n - 1)} -+ I/ as 
E: {{+),i}li = 0, +I ,..., +(t~ - I)} 
Start: k := 0, a(O) = * 
yes 
put X:= (Y,E)with 
- V as in (3.11) and 
E as in (3.12) 
put k := k + 1, u(k) := -k 
o(-k) := u(uk),u(uk) := -k 
(3.12) 
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Now for any abstract tree X = (V, E) over a given set D G V and any 
mapping 4: D + S of D into some metric space S we define 
JW; X> := inf{ GW) = C d(cp(x), ‘p(y))l(p: V + S (X,YlEE 
a map with q(x) = #(x) for all x E D 
I 
(3.13) 
and we define a map cp:V + S with cp(x) = #(x) for all x E D to be a 
Steiner interpretation of X in S with respect to \I/ if 
The following observations are obvious: 
(a) Steiner interpretations exist for any abstract tree X = (V, E) over 
D G V and for any $1 D + S as above at least if any closed bounded 
subset of S is compact; 
(b) one has L(+X) = L($; X’) whenever X = (V, E) and X’ = 
(I/‘, E’) are isomorphic abstract trees over D, i.e., if there exists a bijection 
a:V =B V’ with n(x) = x for x E D and T(E) = E’; 
(c) if $: D + S is injective, if we identify D with its (#-)image in S 
and if a nondegenerate tree X,, = (V,, E,) over D and a map QZJ,,: V, --) S is 
chosen such that L(#;X,) = L(cp,(X,)) I L(#;X) for all of the kC,D-l) 
=1.3.5x... x(2#D - 5) (isomorphism classes of) nondegenerate 
trees over D, then cp,,( X0) is a Steiner tree for D = #(D) in S, in particular 
L(D, s) = n$@($;X)) (3.14) 
where X runs through all Ic~,~-~) nondegenerate trees over D; 
(d) if S is the (I,,-)product of the two metric spaces (S,, d,) and 
(S,, d2) as in Section 2 (v), then for any abstract tree X = (V, E) over D 
and any map I/I: D --) S with the two projections I+!J~: D + St and G2:D + S, 
(defined by I/J,(X) = si if #(x) = ( it, s*))t one has for any abstract tree 
X = (V, E) over D 
w; w = Jw,; x) + Jw2; x) (3.15) 
and ‘p: I/ + S = S, x S, is a Steiner interpretation of X in S with respect 
‘Note that & and IJJ~ may not be injective even if 1c, is injective. It is precisely this fact 
which has forced us to introduce Steiner interpretations with respect to mappings I/J: D + S 
rather than with respect to embeddings D c S. 
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to $I if and only if the two projections ‘pr: V + S, and (p2: I/ + S, are 
Steiner interpretations of X in S, and S, with respect to #r and rc/*, 
respectively. 
Similar statements hold, of course, if S is an (L,-)product of more than 
just two factors, in particular, if S is the sequence space A’ of sequences of 
length I over an alphabet A with a metric d,: A X A + R + as considered 
in Section 2 (ii). Hence, in this case the computation of L(#; X) can be 
reduced to the computation of the various 
Li(J/; XI := inf ( 5 EdA(q(x), cp(y))l 
x, E 
I)(x)=(s~,s~ ,..., +A . 1 
4. AN ALGORITHM FOR STEINER INTERPRETATIONS AND SPIN 
GLASS OPTIMIZATION 
To construct Steiner interpretations of an abstract tree X = (V, E) over 
D it seems advantageous to consider the following, more general optimiza- 
tion problem: let I/ and A be finite sets, let J c P(V) be a subset of the 
power set P(V) of all subsets of V and assume that for any I E J we have 
a mapping 
CI: A’-4W{co} (4.1) 
of the set A’ of all mappings y: I -+ A into the union If3 U {cc} of Iw and 
the point cc. For any map cp: I/ + A consider all the restrictions ~1, E A’ of 
cp to the various subsets I E J, define 
l’pl := c CIbfJI,) (4.2) 
IEJ 
and try to find some such ‘pO: V -+ A for which Iv01 is minimal, i.e., IqOl 
equals 
C = C(V A, J,(c,),~~) := ~n(lcpllcp E A’). (4.3) 
To reduce the computation of C and ‘pO to a similar problem over a 
smaller set I/’ instead of V one may proceed as follows: for some 
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arbitrarilychosenuE VputV’:= ~\{u},Zv:=UuEIEJZ,Z~~=Zo\{u} 
and 
J, := {I’ c V’IZ’ E Jor I’ = I,,}. (4.4 
For any I’ E J, with I’ # I,, put cj, := c,,:A” + Iw U { 00) while for 
I’ = I, define ciO: ATo --) W U {cc} by considering all extensions p: Z, = I, 
u {u} + A of some (Y: I, + A and putting 
c&d + y-n ( c cr(Plr)) ifbE J 
c;,(a) := 
VCICJ 
y ( c 
(4.5) 
if I, 4 J, 
UEIEJ 
where p runs through all extensions 
(s E A) of (Y. 
It follows from J = (J n J,) cl{Zlu E Z E J} that for any cp:V+ A 
with cp’ := ‘pl,,, and cpi:V + A a map with (pllVT = ‘plr,, = cp’ and 
for all p: Z, + A which coincide with (p, ‘p’ and ‘pl on I, one has 
(4.6) 
Hence, if cp’: V’ + A solves our optimization problem for (V’, A, J,, 
@;~EJ, ) and if one chooses s E A in such a way that 
,8: Z,+A: x- 
q’(x) if x E IO 
s ifx=u 
(4.7) 
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cp: V+A: x- Qw 
ifxE V’ 
(4.8) 
s ifx=u 
solves the original optimization problem. 
Even though unfortunately this reduction is not very useful in general 
since for large 1, it takes too much time to compute ci for all CT: I, + A, it 
seems remarkable that for a tree X= (V, E) and J = J,:= {{x}lx E V} 
u E it is always possible to choose u E V as a vertex of degree 1 so that if 
e, E E is the only edge with u E e, then the associated set system J’ G 
9(V’) is just the system J,, = {{x’}lx’ E I”} u E’ associated with the 
tree X’ = (V’, E’) = (V\ {u}, E\ {e,}). Hence in this case the reduction 
works and finds an optimal solution. Indeed, given a tree X = (V, E) and 
two families of mappings 
c,:A + R U {co} (x E 0 (4.9) 
and 
c~~,~~:A{“~Y) + R U {co} ({x7 Y> E El (4.10) 
amap cp:V-+Aforwhich 194 = Le4cpw) + ~~x,v~EEC~x,y~((Pl(x,y)) 
is minimal, can be found through the following algorithm which constructs 
a consecutive listing xi, x2,. . . , x, of all the elements in V such that for 
i < n the element xi is a vertex of degree 1 in the tree Xi := (K := 
{ xi9 xi+lY * ‘. 9 xn}9 Ei := { e E Ele c F }) contained in the edge e, = 
{xi, yi} E E,-so one has yi E F+i-and a system of mappings q: A -+ A 
(i = l,..., n - 1) such that starting from some appropriate value cp(x,) E 
A one constructs an optimal map q: V + A through cp(xi) := q(cp(y,)): 
for W = {x } choose s E A such that 
c = cX(s) = min(c,(s’)js’ E A)-then 
c=C(V,A,Jx,(c,),E,,)-putx,:=x,~(x,):=~, 
fori=1,2 ,..., n - lput cp(x,-,) :=q_,(cp(y,-,))- 
choose x, y  E W with { x, y  } E F and deg(,, Fj (x) = 1, for each s E A 
define C-Q (s) E A so that for 
&:(x~Y) 4A:~-~.x- (~,(~)onehasc(,,.,)(P,) I c~,,.~~(B) 
forall/3:{x,y} -tAwithP(y)=s,put 
c,(s) := c.,(s) + c~,,~~(/%), WE= W\ {x}, F:= F\ {{.w}}> 
xk := x, y, := y, k := k + 1 
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In particular, if D 5 A’ is a subset of the sequence space S = A’, 
introduced in Section 2 (ii), and if X = (V, E) is an abstract tree over D, 
we can find a Steiner interpretation cp:F’ --f A’ of X by applying the above 
algorithm I times with respect to the system J, and the following maps 
where i runs from 1 to 1 
0 if xEV\D 
0 if x = (si,...,s/) E D 
c(O. x - A-,Ru{~~): s- I and s = si (4.11) 00 if x = (si,...,s,) E D ands+ 
and 
c(i) * A(x*yl + w u {co}: 
(X,Yl’ 8 - ~W>AY)>. (4.12) 
Similarly, we can also optimize with respect to the problem of finding an 
interpretation cp: V -P A with rp(x) = x for x E D such that the sum of the 
distances of x, y E D in q(X) becomes minimal or-as has been required 
occasionally (cf. [P.e])-such that the sum of those distances of x = 
(3 1, * * * , s,), Y = (fl, * * * , tl) E D in q(X) becomes minimal, for which the 
Hamming distance d,(x, y) = Cf,ld,(si, ti) is comparatively small. One 
just has to attach a weight b = be to each e = { D, w  } E E according to 
how many shortest paths connecting elements x, y E D (with a small 
Hamming distance) run through e, and then one has to modify the 
definition (4.12) according to 
c(i) . (0, W)’ A{“,“) + R U (00): B I+ ~,“,W) * 4luw~ P(Y)). (4.13) 
One can also try to find “optimal” tree interpretations of protein se- 
quences in terms of DNA-sequences: Given the alphabet A of amino acids, 
the alphabet N of nucleotides, the genetic code g: iV3 + A, a family D c A’ 
and an abstract tree X = (V, E) over D, one can find optimal interpreta- 
tions ‘p: V + N” of X such that for each x = (si, . . . , s,) E D the image 
cp(x> = (n,, * * *, n3,) satisfies the relation g(n3i-z, n3j-1, nji) = si for i = 
1 7.“) I by modifying (4.11) as follows (i = 1,. . . , I): 
$0. x - N3 --, R u {co}: (n,, n,, n3) 
ifxE V\D 
ifx = (xi,..., s,) E D and g(n,, n,, n3) = si. (4.14) 
otherwise. 
In any case, applying the above algorithms I times for i = 1,. , . , I we get 1 
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mappings, ‘pi: V + A (or ‘pi:V + N3) such that their product cp: V + A’: 
x ++ (cpr(x), . . . , v,(x)) (or cp: N3’: x +B (cpr(x), . . . , q,(x))) is an “optimal” 
interpretation of X in A’ or N3’ with respect to D + A’, while optimality 
can be defmed in a flexible way according to whatever optimization 
principles one wants to adhere. 
It should also be remarked that even though the above reduction process 
is not recommendable if the subsets I, (u E V) get rather large, it can still 
be used if we can find a consecutive listing V = {x1, x2,. . . , x”} of the 
elements in V such that the subsets I1 = lx,, 12,. . . , one gets by eliminating 
consecutively xi, x2,. . . , remain comparatively small. More precisely, for 
any set system J E P(V) and any u E I’ define 
and 
deg,(u):=#I,-l=# 
i 1 
U I -1 (4.15) 
VCICJ 
deg( J) = min(deg,( v)lu E V). (4.16) 
Define J to be k-meshed, if there exists a consecutive listing I/ = 
{x 1,‘“, x”} of the elements of V such that with 
J1 := J, Ji+l := (.I&, (4.17) 
(where J, is defined as in (4.4)) one has deg(Ji) I k for all i = 1,. . . , n. 
x2 0 
FIGURE I 
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arbitrarily many columns 
- - 
FIG. 2. A graph which is k-meshed, 
Note that necessarily k + 1 2 #I for all I E J and that for a simple 
connectedgraphX=(V,E~((,Y))thesetsystem J,:= {{u}~uE V}UE 
is l-meshed if and only if X is a tree. It seems to be an interesting problem 
to determine the class of all graphs X = (V, E) for which the set system J, 
is k-meshed, in particular for k = 2 (cf. Fig. 1: The graphs Xi and X, are 
2-meshed, the graph X3 is 4-meshed). 
In any case, if J is a k-meshed set system, then for any system (c~)~=/ of 
maps cl: A’ + R U { oc} one can find C = C( V, A, J, (c,),,,) and some 
cp: V --) A with ]q] = C in essentially #V . (#A)k+l steps. In particular, if 
I/ = (1,. . .) 1}, if A = { +l}, if for any I E J we have a number r1 E R 
and if for any { * l}-sequence s = (si,. . . , si) E A” we consider the spin 
glass Hamiltonian 
with 
(4.18) 
(4.19) 
then we can find its minimum and a sequence at which the minimum is 
attained in essentially #I/. 2k steps, i.e., #V times we have to minimize at 
most 2k functions defined on A = { f l}. This might be of particular 
interest if applied to graphs like the one depicted in Fig. 2 which are 
k-meshed and occur as bands of width k in the 2-dimensional Ising model. 
A detailed discussion of this approach and its range of applicability will 
appear elsewhere (cf. [Dr,, Dr,]). 
5. OPTIMIZATION THROUGH SIMULATED ANNEALING 
Above we have seen that for a given subset D of the sequence space 
S = A’ the Steiner problem and related optimization problems can be 
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TABLE I 
D, #D, #Ai 1 2 3 4 5 
4 14 2 43 36 36 31 31 
4 19 2 43 36 31 38 31 
D3 19 4 99 93 95 94 95 
4 19 4 133 137 136 133 132 
4 23 4 278 276 273 213 273 
D6 26 4 328 338 332 334 322 - 
Note. The results of 5 different agglomerative tree reconstruction al- 
gorithms applied to 6 data sets D,, 4,. . , D6 are listed. #D ranges from 
14 to 26 sequences with 2 or 4 letters (#A,) and various d,-metrics. D, to 
D, are sets of tRNA methionine initiator sequences and D6 is a collection 
of randomly generated sequences. The algorithms offer almost always 
different results. Only for D5 the minimal length is obtained 3 times. The 
first algorithm is the “single-linkage” procedure. 
solved by first listing all abstract nondegenerate trees X = (V, E) over D 
and then-using the product structure of S-by determining a Steiner (or 
otherwise optimal) interpretation cp: V -+ S of X with q(x) = x for x E D. 
The shortcoming of this procedure is of course that there are too many 
nondegenerate trees over D once #D gets reasonably large. 
More precisely, it is well known that these optimization problems gener- 
ally are “NP-hard” (cf. [D]). Hence (at least as long as the NP-conjecture 
stands) any polynomial tree (re-)construction algorithm cannot be expected 
to find an optimal solution. In particular, the well-known “single linkage 
method” and all of its “agglomerative” variations (cf. [DE, BKH]) have a 
time complexity which generally is, of order O(#D3), so they can only find 
approximate solutions. 
Actually, the application of these algorithms to various data sets Dj 
reveals very different trees with different tree lengths (cf. Table I). 
We have also tested some “divisitive” algorithms where the data set is 
successively divided into finer and finer partitions, leading to a well-defined 
tree through a hierarchy of clusters. But the results did not seem to be any 
more convincing. 
Hence we started to use the above interpretation algorithm to derive an 
iterative stochastic search algorithm for “good” abstract trees, belonging to 
the class of Monte Carlo methods (cf. [HH, J]). Since many years complex 
organization problems are treated in a rather satisfying way with iterative 
Monte Carlo methods (cf. [G, L, R, S, ZN]). Numerous computer experi- 
ments have shown that these are often superior to deterministic search 
algorithms like the well-known gradient strategy, for example, since they 
are less likely to terminate in unsatisfying local optima (cf. [S]). Of 
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particular interest to us was the procedure introduced by Kirkpatrick et al. 
in [KGV], called “simulated annealing.” The crucial point of this procedure 
is the introduction of a control parameter T > 0 which-in our context-is 
used to control the discrimination between a given (abstract, nondegener- 
ate) tree X, and a modification X1 of X, in the following way: After 
choosing optimal interpretations of Xi and X, one compares the values 
L( Xi) and L( X,) of the target function with respect to these interpreta- 
tions and puts A( Xi) := L( Xi) - L( X,). If A( X1) is negative, one replaces 
X, by Xi. If A(X,) is positive, one still may replace X,, by X,, but only 
with probability exp ( - A( X,)/T) (cf. Fig. 3). 
One iterates this cycle of variation and selection as long as significant 
improvements occur. Then this whole process is repeated for smaller and 
smaller values of T leading successively to a “sharper” discrimination 
between X,, and the variations of Xi. Normally, for each T further 
improvements are possible. The ultimate value is T = 0, meaning that only 
those tree variations are accepted, which are “better” (smaller) than X,. If 
nothing better can be found one stops. 
This Monte Carlo search algorithm can formally be described via the 
following flow-chart: 
1. INITIALIZATIONS 
(a) CREATE A RANDOM-LIKE ABSTRACT TREE TOPOLOGY X,, FOR THE 
GIVEN DATA SET 
(b) CALCULATE ITS TOTAL LENGTH L( X0) 
(c) PUT T := CONST > 0 
2. LOOP: 
(a) VARIATE THE TREE X,, RANDOMLY TO X1 := V( X0) (Fig.4) 
(b) PUTA := L(X,) - L(X,) 
(c) CREATE A RANDOM NUMBER r, 0 5 r I 1 
(d) DECIDE: 
IFr 5 MIN{l,exp(-A(X,)/T)} 
THEN X,, := X1, GOT0 (a) 
ELSE FORGET X, , GOT0 (a) 
(e) EVENTUALLY; DECREASE T, T 2 0 
3. TERMINATE THE LOOP IF NO FURTHER IMPROVEMENT CAN BE FOUND. 
Experiments have shown that the following modification procedure for 
nondegenerate trees X,, = (V,, E,) over D is successful: 
(a) Select randomly two edges 
{W},{X’~Y’} E&J of&=w3J%) 
with {x, y} n {x’, v’} = 0, 
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P:=MIN (1,e I 
PROBABILITY OF 
ACCEPTANCE P 
A 
1 
0,25-- 
FIG. 3. A plot of the “acceptance function.” The probability for positive length- 
differences AL decreases exponentially. The slope depends on the control parameter 7’ (see 
text). 
TREE X0 TREE X 1 
FIG. 4. An illustration of the elementary tree variation performed in each iteration. The 
branch with the vertices 4 and 5 is placed from A to B. With about probability 0,5 only a 
single terminal vertex is placed somewhere else. 
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FIG. 5. A sequence of trees with decreasing length gained during the process of simulated 
annealing. The first-the starting point- is purely random. The last is the shortest one found. 
Data set: 21 tRNA isoacceptors for phenylalanine [SG]. Mutations in stem regions are counted 
only 50% dA (x, v) = 1 for x + y, else = 0. 
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(b) Now either x or y can be connected through edges in E, \ { { x, y }} 
with x’, so w.1.o.g. we may assume that x can be connected with x’. This 
implies in particular degxO(x) > 1 and therefore, since X0 was assumed to 
be nondegenerate, x E V\ D and deg,(x) = 3, i.e., one has precisely two 
different vertices x1, x2 E V, \ { y } with {x, xi} E E,. 
(c) Put V, = V,, replace E, by 
q:= {{x,x’}, {x,Y’}, {-q,xz)} “E,,\{{x,x,)~ b,xah WY’)) 
and put X, = (V,, E,) (cf. Fig. 4). 
As stated already above, the crucial point of this algorithm is that 
sometimes also longer trees are accepted as new starting points. The 
probability of acceptance depends on the difference A(X,) and on the 
control parameter T. For negative or zero differences-a shorter or “better” 
tree-this probability is always 1 (Fig. 3). 
The role of the control parameter T can be elucidated by looking at the 
two extreme cases: 
T = 00 means that all tree variations X, are accepted, independently of 
L( XI): so we get a pure random walk or brownian motion in the 
space of all trees fitting the given data set D. No selection takes 
place, meaning that there is no tendency to lower length trees, 
21 1.5 
21 IS II :“o 
15 It 
19, O CYTOPLASM 
l3 14 3 13 11 14 ,617 
17 
----ls ----- ------ 
6 6 
10’ 4 
6 MlTOCHONORlA 
9 ----, ~------------ 
12 L- .ci7 
FIG. 5-Continued. 
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T = 0 means absolute selection. Only tree variations with a lower or equal 
length L(X,) are accepted. This special case corresponds to the 
simple “Evolutionsstrategie” described by Rechenberg [RI. It is the 
“trial and error” method, see also Lin [L]. 
The interesting values of T lie between these two extremes: For T = 0 it 
is very likely to get stuck in a local minimum and with T = oc no long-term 
improvement is possible. 
Figure 5 shows a sequence of “snapshots” during the process of optimi- 
zation at different values of T. In this case D is a set of 21 phenyl-alanine 
tRNA-sequences (cf. [SG]). The lengths of the plotted trees are monotoni- 
cally decreasing. The-first is a purely random one. It is seen that step by 
FIG. 6. Steady-state-distributions of accepted tree lengths L( XI) at different values of the 
control parameter T. For each T 5000 trials are performed. Data set: 19 tRNA isoacceptors 
for methionine initiator [SG]. Mutations in stem regions are counted only 50%. d,(x, y) = 1 
for x # y, else = 0. 
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FIG. 6-Continued. 
step the gross features of the trees get more and more stabilized (cluster 
formation) until a rather short tree is obtained (Fig. 5g). The method 
requires a careful handling of the control parameter T. One starts with a 
high value and decreases T step by step until T = 0 is reached. Decreasing 
too fast one runs the risk not to overcome one of the passed local minima. 
If one is not satisfied with the result one may increase T for some iterations 
and decrease again. It is of course also possible to do the whole process 
many times, starting with different initial trees, or, alternatively, to use 
different sequences of pseudo-random numbers with the same initial tree. 
If each optimization process leads to the same tree length then it is rather 
likely that the global minimal length is reached. One of these processes 
requires about 1000-3000 iterations for the data set above. 
The distributions in Fig. 6 may be helpful in choosing the right T- 
decreasing-schedule. For different fixed T the steady-state distributions of 
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the accepted L( X)-values are plotted. It starts with T = co and ends with 
T = 0,25 for which only 2 values are accepted by the algorithm. At T = 0,5 
the minimal value found is first obtained. 
Kirkpatrick et al. [KGV, KS] pointed out that this optimization tech- 
nique is analogous to the simulation of a thermodynamic system. Metropo- 
lis et al. (cf. [MRT]) showed that for fixed T it simulates the Boltzmann 
-mean value 
0 variance 
total 
variation 
t 
0 
0 I 1 I 1 1 1 w 
0.25 0.5 1 2 4 8 16 O" T 
FIG. 7. Mean values (- ) and variances (0) of the distributions in Fig. 6. It is interesting 
that the variance for the purely random walk (T = co) is not the maximal one. Instead, the 
maximal variances are obtained for those values of T for which the slope of the corresponding 
mean values is maximal. This is typical for a phase transition (a). Note that other than the 
variances the total variations are monoton (b). 
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distribution. A more stringent proof is given in [HH]. The following 
correspondences may clarify this analogy between combinatorial optimiza- 
tion and statistical mechanics: 
Optimization 
Special tree X0 out of the set of all 
possible trees fitting a given data 
set D. 
Variation of the tree X0 -+ X, 
Lengh of the tree I?.( Xo) 
Control parameter T 
Formation of stable clusters in the tree 
Minimal length tree 
“Hard” optimization problem 
c) 
Physical system 
Special configuration Yo out of the con- 
figuration space (Gibbs ensemble) 
Transition from state Ya to state Y, 
Energy of the configuration E( Yc) 
Temperature T 
Phase transition to a low entropy phase 
Ground state of the system 
“Frustrated” system (e.g. spin glass) 
So the process of optimization with “simulated annealing” is analogous to 
the annealing of a thermodynamic system. Just like the physical system 
undergoes one or more phase transitions the optimization process under- 
goes nonlinearities (Fig. 7). 
6. DISCUSSION 
(a) The main result is that with this Monte-Carlo method satisfying 
solutions for the Steiner problem in phylogeny and related optimization 
problems can be found. As described above, one tries again and again until 
no further improvement is available. The last tree of fig. 5 is probably an 
optimal one. 
(b) But as fig. 8 shows, these “optima” are far away from being 
unique. There are plotted 5 candidates of minimal length found. One can 
see that only the gross features are invariant. The main clusters remain the 
same for all trees. But the finer configuration within the clusters are 
somewhat arbitrary. 
The plurality of solutions is found on two levels: 
(i) on the level of tree topologies (Fig. 8) 
(ii) on the level of interpretations of a given topology. 
Even for a simple tree topology there exist many interpretations leading to 
trees with different edge-length but with the same overall total length (fig. 
9). 
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1 2 3 4 5 6 I 8 
x C U A G A G A G 
Y C U U U A G C C 
2 c c c c c c c c 
FIG. 9. This illustrates the plurality of possible interpretations with equal total length for a 
given tree topology. Only one component with 4 letters is shown. 8 combinations are possible, 
2 = C is necessary. 
37 
3 
1 
2C 
-.23 
FIG. 10. A probably optimal tree of 37 SS-RNA eubacteria (Purin-Pyrimidin-interpreta- 
tion, that means the alphabet has only 2 letters). The chain-structure is not as strong as in Figs. 
5and8. 
EWE 
a 1 
HOS 
APE 
MAN 
E 
HOS 
MUS 
ApE~Yqr,jy-‘oQ 
EWE 
FIG. 11. In [HFP2] it was shown that any shortest tree of DNA-sequences connecting 10 
mammalian haemoglobin sequences has total length 78 and one such tree was specified. The 
annealing algorithm, applied to this data set, produced one additional tree of the same length, 
(a), (b), while the interpretation algorithm showed that both of these topological tree structures 
have many different Steiner interpretations (c)-(e). 
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FIG. ll-Continued. 
So the variety of optimal trees is very great. This fact, too, has an analogy 
in physics: It is known, that the so called “frustrated systems” like the spin 
glasses have very many ground states or nearly ground states (cf. [KS, 
KSh]). 
(c) It seems to be a general feature of minimal length trees (Figs. 5, 8, 
10) that their shape is more or less chain like. All trees found are “long and 
small”, the distance d,( X,, Xi,) of the sequences X, and Xi, in the tree 
depicted in Fig. 5g is 51, the diameter of that tree, but the “true” distance 
d,( X,, Xi,) is only 20, meaning that the distance along the tree is 2,5 times 
longer than d,. This quotient is 2,88 for the sequence pair (X,, Xi,). 
M. Eigen’s trees for almost the same tRNA-data sets cf. ([EW]) are more 
“bush-like” than “chain-like.” Here the deviations (d, - d,)2 are generally 
smaller. 
1 2 3 4 5 6 7 8 9 10 11 12 13 14 15 
1. MAN,APE, MKY D D C D D D D D D D D C C D D 
2. MUS BEDCCBEEAAADDCB 
3. COW,EWE ACEEAEABEBBAAAC 
4. HOS, PIG CAAABACABECBEEA 
5. DOG, RAB EBBBECBCCCEEBBE 
Total Length L(X) 78 78 79 80 80 80 80 80 80 80 80 80 81 81 82 
FIG. 12. A listing of all 15 possible trees of 5 tixed clusters formed by 10 mammalian 
haemoglobin sequences. The first two correspond to Figs. 12a and b, respectively, with total 
length 78. All the other 13 combinations have a length not much larger although their related 
trees are very different from one another. 
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The same is true if one optimizes-as discussed in Section 4-the sum 
c &ysD (dTtX? Y) - ds(xy Y)) (Or3 equivdenth just &yeDdT(X? Y>> in- 
stead of C (x,y}EE4(xY Y)* 
(d) If one tries to reconstruct artitkially simulated trees using this 
criterion of “minim al length’ (Steiner tree), it is now an experimental fact 
that most of the very many solutions found are very different from the 
“correct” tree topology, i.e., the tree topology used during the tree growing 
simulation. 
If one uses instead the criterion of “minimum-error-tree”: 
x SD II&b9 Y) - 4(x, Y) II 
the plurality of solutions is much smaller but the reconstruction quality is 
also discouraging. Better reconstructions are obtainable if one weights the 
differences according to: 
x yfr(x. Y) - d&T Y> II * e-ds(xpY). 
But the best solutions we have found so far are gained with the criterion of 
“pairwise quadruple comparison” discussed in [BD]. 
(e) Altogether, from the large variety not only of possible optimization 
principles (or target functions) for tree reconstruction processes, but also of 
different solutions for any such principle one may conclude that tree 
reconstruction programs should be executed in an interactive fashion so 
that additional biological knowledge, not explicitly represented in the data 
set, can be introduced at various stages of the reconstruction algorithm to 
reduce the number of optimal solutions whenever possible. In particular, an 
interactive nondeterministic search procedure like the one described above 
may be helpful to counteract the psychological effect of deterministic 
procedures which easily persuade their users that the tree produced by the 
program is the only tree which can “objectively” be associated with the 
given data set. 
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